Irma Bernal Moroyoqui
June 22, 1947 - April 26, 2022

IRMA BERNAL MOROYOQUI
1947 – 2022
Irma B Moroyoqui, 74 Passed away peacefully surround by her family on April 26, 2022 in
Tucson, AZ.
Irma was born on June 22, 1947 in Nacozari, Sonora to Margarita B and Julio J Bernal.
She was raised in Douglas, AZ where she attended Douglas public schools. Irma was
married for 52 yrs to Roberto A. Moroyoqui, a retired Veteran and raised 2 children. Irma
and her family lived in San Manuel, AZ and worked for Magma Copper Company for 8 yrs.
before moving to Tucson, AZ where she worked as a security at the Tucson International
Airport and at The Desert Diamond Casino where she worked for 21 yrs. and recently
retired.
Irma was a devoted and loving Wife, Mother, Grandmother and sister, her family always
came first. Her children, Daughter-in law and her 2 grandsons were her joy, she loved
spending time together and was always there for them. Irma loved her Job as a
Surveillance Officer where she enjoyed working with her co-workers. Irma was a very
happy, loving and caring person who loved being around in gatherings by her family and
friends, hearing music and dancing. Irma will be missed dearly and will always be in our
hearts.
Irma is preceded in death by her husband Roberto A. and her parents Margarita and Julio
J. Bernal. She leaves behind her 2 children Robert and Yvette Moroyoqui, 2 grandsons
Roberto (Betito) Mororyoqui and Julian Ruiz and Daughter-in Law Laura (Robert)
Moroyoqui all from Tucson.
She is also survived by her 3 sisters and 2 brothers Socorro (Fermin) Gonzales (Douglas,
AZ) Frances (Larry) Lara and Stella Peterson (Tucson, AZ) Jesus A Bernal (Safford, AZ)
and Arturo (Eloisa) Bernal from Douglas, AZ and many nephews and nieces as well.
Funeral mass is pending. Irma and her husband Roberto A. ashes will be laid down to rest

at a later date
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My beautiful mommy, I watched you suffer and now your at peace with Daddy, I
thank god that I had you both as my parents! Thank you mommy for everything
you gave me in life! Your forever my queen of my heart! I’ll miss you and Daddy
always! Forgive me for everything I didn’t do for you, I’m so sorry mom for not
being a better daughter, I’m sorry for all the pain you went through I would have
taken your place in a heartbeat! I love you

Yvette Moroyoqui - August 07 at 03:27 AM
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Isa - June 02 at 11:24 PM
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Sensible Cremation & Funerals - May 31 at 03:30 PM
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Hermana & Tía
Te nos fuistes dejando un Vacío y un dolor muy profundo en nuestros corazones.
sabemos que desde arriba nos cuidaras y iluminarás y estarás siempre en
nuestros corazones
Descansa en paz.
Tu Hermana Coyo
Sobrina Luisa & Familia
Gonzales, Arvizu
Coyo y Luisa

Coyo G (Sister) Ana A (niece) - May 28 at 10:31 AM
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